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Making HR Human Again
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The human aspect of Human
Resources (HR) is perhaps the
most important element. While
being efficient and effective
with clinical precision is
awesome, a clinical and rather
sterile work environment isn’t all
that pleasant. Emphasising
efficiency while still focusing on
human beings is the way
forward.

Diversity brings perspectives
Of course, when dealing with humans, we have to be aware of emotions. Having
a high emotional intelligence quotient is vital amongst HR executives. It helps
them better understand and motivate employees. The same goes for cultural
intelligence. With geographic locations no longer being a barrier for human
capital, cultural intelligence has become much more relevant today. Having a
better understanding of different cultures and backgrounds makes it easier for
employees to interact. A culturally competent HR team also helps them make
the entire team work together better.
While diversity at the workplace is all the rage today, by itself, it may not
improve efficiency or creativity. However, it can certainly increase the
perspectives available. Whether it is opening jobs up to people of different ages
or people from different cultural backgrounds, having a diverse work
environment is a great way to make sure you are focusing on keeping HR
human. Allowing people to be themselves with no pressure to masquerade
allows them room to focus on the important aspects of their jobs.
Insights profiling and training can play a huge role in increasing your HR
department’s efficiency. Understanding what makes people tick is a great way
to know what they need to be at their best. It isn’t just about getting the best out
of your team; it is also about making sure they do what they enjoy the most.
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The importance of rewards and recognition is well-known to anyone in HR.
Make sure you create an effective, structured reward and recognition program
for your employees. Take the effort to see what it takes to execute a role
flawlessly, then be sincere when thanking your team for their extraordinary
effort. Allow yourself and your team to celebrate little victories, and take a
moment when you’ve completed a challenging project to pat yourself on the
back.

Enhance engagement
Another well-known fact is that employee engagement goes a long way in
making work feel like less of a chore. Keeping your employees inspired isn’t
always easy, but it is worth it. There is nothing like having a workforce that can’t
wait to come to work because when they get there, they will exceed all
expectations. Employee engagement and rewards and recognition programs
are some of the best ways to put the ‘oomph’ into your people.
HR departments know that work cannot be done without people. Creating a
culture around your core assets - that is you-the people - is an important aspect.
Not only does this make people feel more valued and seen, but it also improves
how people look at your organisation. Remember that it takes humans to press
the right buttons at the right time, no matter how efficient your processes are.
All these are vital elements of keeping your focus on the human aspect of HR.
The most important stakeholders at your company are your employees. They
should always be valued and treated as a priority. The quicker your organisation
assimilates a culture that puts employees first, the sooner you see the results.

Choose a trusted HR partner
The pandemic has been tumultuous for everyone, businesses and employees
alike. If your organisation hasn’t realised the importance of treating your
workforce with kindness, respect, courtesy and dignity, then you have quite a
battle ahead.
However, if you are keen to follow most of the top organisations worldwide, let
Veremark be your trusted HR partner. Keep your HR department focused on the
best practices in the HR business while Veremark works on the cumbersome
aspects. Check out the Veremark Career Passport to put career credentials
between roles and companies.
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Successful and safe recruitment is dependent on carrying
out the right checks to not only protect company and
customer interests but also to satisfy compliance. Whether
or not staff are permanent, remote, contract, part-time or
full-time, staff have access to company property and data,
as well as other staff or customers, putting business
security and wellbeing at risk. This is why background
screening is so important.
We are facing a time when companies are in the highest
demand and therefore must maintain high standards.
Veremark are leading providers of local and global
background checks, offering 100% digital, 100% accurate
checks for new and current staff members in all industries
and sectors.
Talk to us today about the benefits of carrying out your
vital pre-employment checks using Veremark’s innovative
and straightforward platform.
Whether you're hiring one candidate or many, ensure safe
hiring with employment checks that are fast, accurate,
secure, and scalable. Every time.
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Add simplicity and confidence to your hiring process with Veremark.
Want to know more?
Reach out to our team for personalised advise by dropping us an email to
marketing@veremark.com
Or visit
www.veremark.com

